
 

 

AFSOC Special Operations Security Forces DAGRE 

Qualification Course 

COURSE DISCRIPTION: 

 

This is the culminating course to test the student’s ability to apply the skills learned in the 

prerequisite courses. Topics include Advanced Gunfighter Development (M-4 and M-9), Small 

Unit Tactics (SMUT) to include Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT) and Close 

Quarters Battle (CQB), mission planning, and a field training exercise. The field training 

exercise provides a realistic setting for the students to conduct Full Mission Profile (FMP) 

operations and places a heavy emphasis on practical applications of tactical leadership, physical 

fitness, and mental toughness. 

 

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED: 

All students MUST report with the following equipment and uniforms: 

 

 MAJCOM A41S approved load carrying equipment or issued equivalent 

 MAJCOM A41S approved Kevlar helmet with night vision helmet mount 

 MAJCOM A41S approved Kevlar body armor with plates 

 One rucksack (with 45 pounds of weight) 

 Rigger's belt w/ aircraft tie-in 

 Assigned M-4 rifle with M-68 optical device and PEQ-15 mounted/zeroed (and sling) 

(ALL STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN OPERATIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND 

ZEROED THEIR PEQ-15 PRIOR TO ATTENDING) 

 Assigned M-9 pistol 

 M-9 holster (No Serpa Holster. Safariland ALS ONLY) 

 Concealed M-9 holster 

 Weapons case 

 Eight M-4 magazines 

 Three M-9 magazines 

 AFSOC/A4IS Approved Night Vision Device complete with accessory kit to include two 

extra batteries 

 Cold and wet weather gear 

 Three sets of serviceable ABUs 

 Three sets of non-serviceable ABUs (if desired) (ACUs, BDU,s DCUs AND 

FLIGHTSUITS ARE PROHIBITED) 

 One patrol cap 

 Two pairs of boots 

 Three sets of Air Force physical training uniforms to include pants and jacket (minimum) 

 One pair of broken-in running shoes 

 Eye Protection (clear and dark) 

 Ear Protection (foamies or electronic) 

 Protective gloves 

 One military lensatic compass 



 

 

 One protractor 

 Flashlight with red/blue/green lens adapter 

 Non-permanent thin-writing markers 

 Permanent marker 

 Two pencils 

 50 feet of 550 parachute cord 

 One sleeping bag 

 One poncho 

 One poncho liner 

 One entrenching tool 

 Two towels 

 Hydration System(s) (Camelbak, canteens) 

 Undergarments (underwear, t-shirts, bras and socks) as needed 

 Alarm clock 

 Padlock 

 Insect repellant 

 Sunscreen 

 Toiletry items 

 Civilian clothing as needed 

 

PREREQUISITES: 

 

AFSCs 3P0X1/A/B or 31P1 in the grades of A1C through SMSgt and 2dLt through Major, are 

worldwide deployable, and scored a Satisfactory or better on their AF PT test IAW AFI 36-2905, 

Fitness Program, are eligible to attend. Students must have completed the following courses: 

 

 ISOC (Introduction to Special Operations Course) 

 AFSOC SF LEADER (SOSF Leadership Course) 

 AFSOC SF FLYAWAY (SOSF Fly-Away Security Course) 

 AFSOC SF COMMS (SOSF Communications Course) 

 AFSOC SF COMBAT (SOSF Combatives Course) 

 AFSOC SF TACTIC (SOSF Tactics Course) 

 AFSOC SF TACVEH (SOSF Tactical Vehicle Operations Course) 

 

All students must possess the following: 

 
 SF 600 medical clearance signed by a doctor stating the individual is cleared for the 371 

SOCTS SOSF Courses using the 371 SOCTS-SF template. 

 Valid civilian driver’s license 

 Current military driver’s license with UP-Armored HMMWV, 4 x 4 Six Pax Truck, & 15 

Pax Van qualifications 


